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Parasites are ubiquitous features of living systems and many parasites severely reduce the fecundity or longevity of their hosts.

This parasite-imposed selection on host populations should strongly favor the evolution of host resistance, but hosts typically

face a trade-off between investment in reproductive fitness and investment in defense against parasites. The magnitude of such

a trade-off is likely to be context-dependent, and accordingly costs that are key in shaping evolution in nature may not be easily

observable in an artificial environment. We set out to assess the costs of phage resistance for a plant pathogenic bacterium in its

natural plant host versus in a nutrient-rich, artificial medium. We demonstrate that mutants of Pseudomonas syringae that have

evolved resistance via a single mutational step pay a substantial cost for this resistance when grown on their tomato plant hosts,

but do not realize any measurable growth rate costs in nutrient-rich media. This work demonstrates that resistance to phage can

significantly alter bacterial growth within plant hosts, and therefore that phage-mediated selection in nature is likely to be an

important component of bacterial pathogenicity.
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The presence of parasites that cause harm to their hosts, despite

strong selection on host populations to evolve resistance, suggests

the presence of trade-offs between resistance and other traits such

that host defenses are often costly to maintain in the absence of

parasites (reviewed by Sheldon and Verhulst 1996). Costs of resis-

tance are theoretically predicted to prevent the evolution of ever-

greater infectivity and resistance in parasites and hosts respec-

tively when resources are finite and competition is an important

selection pressure (Sasaki 2000). Associated costs of resistance

to parasites have been quantified in a number of host systems,

including plants (Parker 1991; Antonovics and Alexander 1995),

birds (Nordling et al. 1998; Verhulst et al. 1999), mammals (Gra-

ham et al. 2010), and insects (Boots and Begon 1993; Kraaijeveld

and Godfray 1997; Cotter et al. 2003). However, there have also

been a number of published studies designed to measure costs of

resistance that find little to no evidence for reduced fitness of re-

sistant hosts (Purrington and Bergelson 1996; Labbé et al. 2010).

In combination with the relative difficulty in publishing negative

results, this may indicate that costs associated with resistance are

often absent or relatively minor and therefore statistically difficult

to detect (Lennon et al. 2007). Alternatively, it might be that costs

associated with resistance are context-dependent and therefore

only detectable under certain abiotic or biotic conditions.

The context-dependent nature of fitness costs can have im-

portant consequences for interactions among host organisms and

other interacting species, such as competitors, predators, or other

parasites. Such “ecological costs” can play critical roles in shap-

ing host-parasite coevolution across heterogeneous landscapes

(Strauss et al. 2002), and can drive geographic selection mosaics,

whereby the presence of one species in some patches can sub-

stantially alter the coevolution between two others (Thompson

2005). An example of this may be bacterial species that are either

pathogenic or commensal on eukaryote hosts and are also them-

selves host to bacteriophage viruses (phages). In these cases any

costs paid for resistance to phages may be exacerbated within the

eukaryote “environment.”
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Lytic phages (i.e. those phages that lyse their host cells to

transmit to a new host) are highly abundant in all environments in

which bacteria are found (Suttle 2005; Walsh et al. 2009). Given

the estimated 10–20% of bacterial cells that are lysed through

phage infection globally each day (Suttle 1994), the evolution

of bacterial resistance mechanisms should be rapid and ongoing.

Phage-mediated selection has been shown, both empirically and

theoretically, to play a central role in maintaining bacterial di-

versity (Buckling and Rainey 2002a; Banfield and Young 2009;

Rodriguez-Valera et al. 2009). At the community level, this is in

part due to direct and indirect effects of phage populations on the

competitive ability of their hosts (Bohannan and Lenski 2000).

However, the prevalence of bacterial resistance remains unknown

for many environments and appears to vary markedly by location

(Fuhrman 1999; Jiang et al. 2003).

Costs of resistance to phage infection have previously been

demonstrated during experimental evolution of bacteria in the

presence of phage (Lenski and Levin 1985; Bohannan and Lenski

2000; Brockhurst et al. 2005; Koskella et al. 2012), but a num-

ber of studies have failed to find any costs associated with phage

resistance (Lythgoe and Chao 2003; Mizoguchi et al. 2003). Fur-

thermore, much of the work thus far relies on nutrient rich cul-

ture media and spatially homogenous environments, despite the

evidence that microbial evolution is affected by varying spatial

structure (Vos and Velicer 2008) and resource levels (Fierer et al.

2003). Moreover, the magnitude of costs associated with resis-

tance is likely to vary depending on the mechanism of phage de-

fense employed (Refardt and Kummerli 2013). Our primary goal

in this study was to build on previous work demonstrating abi-

otic context-dependent costs of resistance (Quance and Travisano

2009) to examine ecological costs of resistance. Specifically, we

set out to test whether the costs paid by bacteria to resist phages

differ between the laboratory environment and the natural plant

host environment.

STUDY SYSTEM

Bacterial resistance to phages is often gained through alteration

or loss of phage-binding sites located on the cell surface (re-

viewed in Labrie et al. 2010; Koskella and Brockhurst 2014),

which can result in a number of pleiotropic effects. For exam-

ple, in Escherichia coli, the loss of siderophore-excreting chan-

nels or proteins involved in adhesion and biofilm formation are

known to confer resistance to multiple phages but also to play key

roles in shaping bacterial cooperation and stability (Langenscheid

et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2007). The loss or reduction in expression

of such metabolically important pathways therefore leads to the

prediction that resistance to phages is intrinsically costly. Some

mutations are expected to be more costly than others, and benefits

may also be variable depending on the level of cross-resistance to

other phages conferred (Lenski 1988). Aside from receptor loss,

a number of other mechanisms of phage resistance have recently

been identified, including the CRISPR/Cas system for phage re-

sistance (Barrangou et al. 2007), abortive infection (Labrie et al.

2012), and restriction modification systems within the host (Bal-

ado et al. 2013). These latter mechanisms may also carry costs,

but the addition of new pathways may be less likely to generate

trade-offs than the de novo mutation of existing genes linked to

phage receptors.

Many mechanisms conferring phage resistance are likely to

influence bacterial fitness within their eukaryotic hosts (reviewed

in Koskella and Taylor 2015). Understanding the magnitude of

costs within hosts, such as plants, relative to those affecting growth

in the laboratory is key to predicting the outcome of bacteria-

phage coevolution in natural host-associated microbial commu-

nities. To investigate the contextual nature of costs of bacterial

resistance to phages, we examined the growth patterns of resis-

tant mutants of the plant pathogenic bacterium, Pseudomonas

syringae pathovar tomato (Pst) both under standard laboratory

conditions and during infection of its host plant. Pst is a natu-

ral pathogen of the tomato plant, Solanum lycopersicum, where

infection typically comprises of an epiphytic existence until a

threshold density is reached, whereby the plant’s first line of de-

fense (i.e., stomatal closure) is suppressed and bacteria invade

the leaf (Melotto et al. 2006). The molecular basis of Pst infec-

tion and responsive plant defense is well understood (Chisholm

et al. 2006), as are the ecological effects of humidity and bacte-

rial density on infection (O’Brien and Lindow 1989; Roux et al.

2010). However, the role that phages might play in shaping plant

infection by Pst remains relatively unexplored. This is perhaps

surprising, as there are a number of reasons to predict that lytic

phages will influence the ability of bacteria to grow in planta

both directly, via infection and lysis of cells, and indirectly, via

selection for costly resistance (Koskella et al. 2012).

Selection for resistance
We set out to compare the impact of lytic phages from the

environment on Pst strain DC3000 growth in planta and in vitro.

Pst DC3000 was first grown overnight from frozen stocks in

King’s Broth (KB) nutrient media on a rotary shaker at 28°C. A

soft agar overlay seeded with 200 µl of culture was then spotted

with 10 µl of each of six clonal lytic phage suspensions known to

infect Pst DC3000 that had been previously isolated from various

aquatic sources as potential agents for biopesticide control of

the pathogen in an agricultural setting (collected by Omnilytics,

Sandy, UT, USA; see Koskella et al. (2012) for further details).

Using high phage titers, we were able to create zones where there

was complete absence of bacterial growth. Within these zones,

however, resistant colonies were occasionally observed, and we

took advantage of this phenomenon to isolate resistant clones

for each phage tested (i.e., one mutant per phage, creating six
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resistant lines). After isolation, we confirmed bacterial resistance

with further plaque assays and subjected each line, as well as

the sensitive, ancestral host, to multiple phenotypic assays to

evaluate the costs of resistance, as detailed below. The breadth of

resistance was also measured prior to each experiment, and we

found that resistance was stable over all experiments, suggesting

a genetic rather than plastic mechanism, and indicating that

resistance to one phage conferred resistance to nearly all the other

phages used, which are all likely to be highly related despite

independent isolation from the environment.

Measuring costs of resistance in vitro
The first phenotypic assay was to measure bacterial density

reached in a typical laboratory setting using conventional culture

microcosms (30 ml glass universal with 6 ml King’s B nutrient

media on an orbital shaker at 28°C; Buckling and Rainey 2002b).

Thirty microliters of overnights from each phage resistant line

and six replicates of the ancestral line were standardized to �0.1

OD600 using a 96-well plate reader (PowerWaveXS, Biotek, USA)

prior to inoculation into independent microcosms. Samples were

taken at 2, 24, and 72 hours postinoculation. A second experi-

ment was run in parallel with the addition of 100 µl of the phage

suspension from which resistance was selected (standardized at

1 × 104 PFU/ml), in order to confirm resistance of mutants rela-

tive to the phage-sensitive genotype. Serial dilutions and plating

were performed with sterile water using the drop plate method

as described by Chen et al. (2003). In brief, four replicates per

sample were diluted in 10-fold increments to 105 and 10 µl from

each was spotted onto KB agar. After 48-hour incubation at room

temperature (approximately 23°C), colonies were counted to de-

termine bacterial density at each time point. In parallel with this

assay we measured 48-hour growth curves using a spectropho-

tometer (PowerWaveXS, Biotek, USA) using culture turbidity as

a proxy for bacterial density. Twenty microliters of a 1:10 diluted

overnight culture was added to 180 µl KB and optical density

was recorded every 5 minutes for 48 hours. These data were used

to compare the minimum bacterial doubling time in logarithmic

phase (between 0.2 and 0.4 OD600) of sensitive versus resistant

mutant strains.

Measuring costs of resistance in planta
The second assay measured bacterial density on tomato plants

through the course of 3-day infection trials. The experimental

design is as described for the in vitro assay, with the substitu-

tion of glass microcosms for 24, 6-week-old tomato plants, S.

lycopersicum cultivar Moneymaker, which were transferred to a

controlled growth room for the infections (28°C, 60% humidity,

9:15 light/dark cycle). Overall, we ran three in planta experi-

ments, each with slightly altered conditions. Excluding controls,

experiments 1 and 2 used a total of 12 plants each, with six being

inoculated with mutant lines (one per plant) and six being inocu-

lated with the sensitive, ancestral line. Experiment 3 used a total

of 24 plants, with each of the three mutation classes discovered

after sequencing inoculated into four plants each, and 12 inocu-

lated with the sensitive line. Bacterial inocula were prepared by

overnight culturing of all lines in 25 ml of KB media at 28°C on

an orbital shaker. These cultures were washed in 10 mM MgCl2
by centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 minutes then resuspending the

pellet in MgCl2. This process was repeated to further remove any

residual media, which can result in lesion formation on leaves. All

suspensions were standardized by dilution to �0.05 OD600 using

a 96-well plate reader (PowerWaveXS, Biotek, USA), which cor-

responded to �7 × 105 colony forming units (CFU)/ml. Three

leaves, excluding those on the highest and lowest branches, were

selected haphazardly and infiltrated with bacteria using a blunt 5

ml syringe on the abaxial surface of the leaf (Wei et al. 2007).

A MgCl2 suspension was inoculated into at least two plants to

serve as negative controls. These control plants were interspersed

amongst treatment plants in the growth chamber.

After 1 hour postinoculation the first batch of samples was

collected from leaves (effectively 0 days postinoculation) using an

ethanol sterilized hole punch with a diameter of 6 mm. One cutting

was made per leaf per plant at each time point to ensure repli-

cates were independent, and each cutting came from a separate

leaf chosen haphazardly. Each leaf cutting was dipped in 0.1 M

sterilization buffer (0.02% Tween 20, 1% Sodium hypochlorite)

then sterile water to remove epiphytic microorganisms. Cuttings

were placed in 1 ml of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7) sup-

plemented with peptone and glycerol, and frozen at –20°C until

processing. Further samples were taken at 24 hours and 72 hours

postinfection. CFU per ml were enumerated by homogenizing

each frozen leaf sample using a Fast-Prep 24 (MP Biomedicals)

and two 0.25 inch ceramic spheres for 20 seconds. Serial dilutions

were performed as described earlier, with the addition of 25 µg/ml

of nystatin added to the agar to prevent fungal growth. Pst DC3000

colonies were identified by colony morphology and fluorescence

on KB agar and confirmed as DC3000 through whole genome re-

sequencing of four haphazardly selected colonies. Control plants

yielded no colonies conforming to Pst DC3000 morphology. The

second experiment was run within a glasshouse rather than CT

room, with higher resolution of bacterial densities, and with an

additional sampling at 48 hours postinoculation. Finally, in light

of sequencing results, we designed the third experiment to include

a more balanced design in which each mutation class was equally

represented across replicates. Here, we used 24 plants in total,

where 12 were inoculated with the phage sensitive ancestor and

12 plants inoculated with phage resistant lines (four plants per

mutation type).
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Sequencing and bioinformatics analysis
In order to identify the mutations underlying the observed phe-

notypic differences, whole genome resequencing was conducted

for all six mutants and the ancestor to enable comparison between

the ancestral, phage sensitive line, and the mutant, phage resis-

tant lines. After Illumina paired-end sequencing (MiSeq, 250bp,

v2 chemistry), reads were quality filtered and mapped against a

reference genome (Pst DC3000, NC-004578). Unaligned reads

were assembled with Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 2008) and SNP

calling was performed using the SNPEff package (Cingolani

et al. 2012). More details about the bioinformatics pipeline used

can be found in the supplementary information. Based on the

short-read sequence results, custom primers were designed around

each potential mutation site and PCR amplifications were Sanger

sequenced by the Core Genomic Facility at the University of

Sheffield and mapped to a reference genome in Geneious 6.0.6

(Biomatters) to verify mutations. Primers used for sequencing are

available in the supplementary information.

Initial sequencing uncovered what appeared to be parallel

mutations conferring resistance to multiple phages and therefore

being isolated across multiple phage backgrounds (Table 1). To

determine whether this result was driven by convergent evolution

or by selection acting on standing variation within the single Pst

DC3000 colony used to seed the experiment, we conducted a

further experiment. An overnight culture of the stock used for

the first experiment was grown then diluted 100-fold to reduce

any standing variation. We then exposed this diluted culture to

the three phages that led to the same mutation in the rfbA gene

previously (FRS, NOI, and SNK) on a soft agar overlay. For each

phage we isolated three colonies from within the clearance zone

and one from an area of the plate not exposed to these phages to

serve as a control line. We then sequenced each with the primers

previously used to determine whether the same mutation arose

again in the rfbA gene.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted in R v2.15 (http://www.

r-project.org/). General linear models and generalized linear-

mixed models were used where appropriate with a quassipois-

son error structure to account for overdispersion. Nonsignificant

terms were removed and the resultant minimum adequate model

was used for F tests for significant interactions (Venables and

Ripley 1994).

Results
As expected given the resistance observed within soft agar over-

lays, we found a clear benefit of phage resistance when measured

in vitro and when bacteria were grown in the presence of phage,

with resistant bacterial lines reaching much higher densities at

24 hours than the sensitive ancestral genotype (Fig. 1A; General

Linear Model, F1, 9 = 116.86, P < 0.001). Conversely, and more

surprisingly, in the absence of phages we found no difference in

density between phage resistant and sensitive ancestor (Fig. 1B;

GLM, F1,10 = 0.323, P = 0.58). When bacterial densities within

the plant host were measured, however, we found a clear cost

of resistance in the absence of phages such that phage resistant

bacteria attained lower densities after 24 hours than did the sen-

sitive populations (Experiment 1, Fig. 2A; GLM, F1,10 = 25.88,

P < 0.001). When the in planta experiment was repeated in the

glasshouse, this time sampling after 1 and 2 days, we found a dif-

ference in densities after 24 hours, but not 48 hours (Experiment

2, Fig. 2B; Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test, Chi = 4.33, df = 1,

P = 0.037, and Chi = 1.64, df = 1, P = 0.2, respectively).

Sequencing of isolated mutants revealed a single mutation in

each line (Table 1). In some lines these mutations were found to

be identical, suggesting standing genetic variation in the ancestral

generation. To test this idea further we selected another nine phage

resistant mutants and sequenced the same rfbA gene. This revealed

a mutation in the same gene, although at a different position, in

only one of the eight lines (one line failed to grow following

freezing, preventing sequencing). This result supports the idea

that mutations in the same gene may occur, but mutations at

identical positions likely reflect some standing variation in the

initial population despite bottlenecking at the single colony stage.

In terms of gene function, the mutations found in rfbA and rfbD

are likely linked to LPS synthesis (Dasgupta and Lam 1995; Nian

et al. 2007). In one case this represent a loss of gene function due

to mutation into a stop codon while in the other an amino acid

substitution (Table 1). The third mutation, however, was found to

be an insertion in a region with no predicted function.

To account for the uneven experimental design of the previ-

ous experiments as revealed by the sequencing (i.e., some muta-

tions were represented in more replicates than others, as they were

initially thought to be independent mutations), we repeated the as-

says using just one line representing each class of mutations. We

again found a clear reduction in phage-resistant bacterial densities

in planta relative to the ancestral phage-sensitive phenotype when

plant and time were controlled for, with an average reduction

in density of around 24% (Experiment 3, Fig. 2C; Generalized

mixed effect model, Chi = 6.55, df = 1,5, P = 0.0105). We also

repeated the in vitro element of the experiment using the same

representative bacterial lines, this time recording optical densities

over the course of 24 hours. We again found no differences in

the maximum growth rate achieved relative to the sensitive line

(Fig. 3; GLM, F = 1.52, df = 1, 29, P = 0.23), confirming an

absence of costs when grown in vitro. In addition, post-hoc test-

ing did not reveal any difference in growth rates among the three

mutations.
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Table 1. Phage resistance mutations in Pst DC3000.

Bacterial line Mutation Position Gene Selection experiment Mutation effect

FRS C → T 1184566 rfbA 1 Methionine → Isoleucine
NOI C → T 1184566 rfbA 1 Methionine → Isoleucine
SNK C → T 1184566 rfbA 1 Methionine → Isoleucine
SHL C → T 1185429 rfbD 1 Tryptophan → Stop codon
WIL C → T 1185429 rfbD 1 Tryptophan → Stop codon
REC CAGC insertion 47222 No predicted function 1 Frameshift
NOI T → G 1184510 rfbA 2 Histidine → Proline

Each three-letter code refers to a phage strain. Selection Experiment 1 was the generation of the phage resistant lines used in the assays, while Experiment

2 was to test for convergent molecular evolution.
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Figure 1. In vitro bacterial densities of resistant mutants (light grey) versus their sensitive ancestors (dark grey) after 24 hours in the

presence (A) or absence (B) of phages. Densities are Log 10 transformed and error bars equal 1 standard error of the mean.

Discussion
Our key finding is that the evolution of resistance to phages

can carry context-dependent costs with direct relevance to plant-

bacterial interactions. Under standard laboratory conditions, we

found no differences in density or maximum growth rates of sensi-

tive versus resistant mutants when grown in the absence of phages.

In contrast, when grown in planta the resistant mutants exhibited

reduced densities relative to the sensitive population in each of

three experiments. The observed cost of resistance in the absence

of phages is in keeping with a body of theoretical work that pre-

dicts such costs can prevent resistance mutations from reaching

fixation within a population (Flor 1971; Sasaki 2000; Agrawal

and Lively 2002). Although this makes intuitive sense, such costs

can be nuanced by the presence of different local fitness peaks,

the evolution of compensatory mutations, and the background

evolutionary contexts, all of which have been studied more exten-

sively in the context of antibiotic resistance (Comas et al. 2012;

Melnyk et al. 2014; Tazzyman and Hall 2015). While there are

parallels to be drawn between phage resistance and antibiotic

resistance, there are few studies empirically demonstrating the

effects of phage-resistance evolution in eukaryotic hosts. Phage

resistance has been shown to attenuate virulence in Yersinia pestis

infected mice (Filippov et al. 2011) and Erwinia carotovora in-

fected potato tubers (Evans et al. 2010). However in these studies

phage resistance was achieved through transposon mutagenesis,

rather than exposure to a population of phages, which could bias

towards the selection of loss of function mutations rather than

subtler receptor modifications. Moreover, as our test of fitness

focused on bacterial growth rather than competitive ability (i.e.,

head-to-head competition), our measure of fitness cost is likely to

be conservative.

Mechanistically, the costs we have observed seem likely to

have arisen through the alteration or loss of a phage-binding site

in the bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) layer as a result of mu-

tations in the rfbD and rfbA genes and an insertion into a gene

of unknown function. Both the rfbD and rfbA genes identified

through our genomic work are involved in the LPS biosynthesis

pathway based on the KEGG orthology database (Kanehisa et al.

2014). Such LPS mutations are frequently associated with both

phage resistance and a reduction in fitness (Lenski and Levin

1985; Bohannan et al. 2002; Brockhurst et al. 2005). Our results

therefore have implications for the use of phages as a biocontrol

agent, or phage therapy. Broadly, however these results emphasize

that even when phage application “fails” in the sense that bacteria
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Figure 2. In planta bacterial densities when grown in the absence of phages. (A) Experiment 1, where the mutant lines exhibit reduced

densities after 24 hours but not 72 (B) Experiment 2, where mutant densities are consistently lower than the phage sensitive ancestor,

and (C) Experiment 3, where the sensitive ancestor also exhibit lower densities. Densities are Log 10 transformed and error bars equal 1

standard error of the mean. Experiments differed in the time points at which density was measured and Experiment 3 (C) was conducted

after sequencing using only the three mutation classes.
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Figure 3. Forty-eight hour growth curves of each mutant line relative to the ancestral, phage sensitive line recorded with optical density

readings at 600 nm. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.

are able to rapidly evolve resistance, the evolved population is

likely to have lower fitness and therefore more likely to either be

out-competed by commensals or more readily dealt with by the

host immune system.

Conclusion
In the natural environment phages can outnumber bacteria 20:1

(Wommack and Colwell 2000) and therefore selection for bac-

terial resistance to phages should be strong. Despite this, infec-

tive phages are routinely isolated from bacterial communities (Lu

et al. 2003; Suttle 2005; Koskella et al. 2011), suggesting that the

evolution of resistance may reduce competitive ability and there-

fore not be maintained under relaxed phage-mediated selection.

Our results from bacterial populations grown within the plant

leaf support this hypothesis, and show that resistance to phage

infection does indeed appear to be costly. The fact that we only

observed these costs within the plant host, and not in vitro im-

plies they may be more frequently observed in natural systems

than has been reported in laboratory systems. As such, laboratory

estimates of fitness may miss crucial mutational effects not just

quantitatively but qualitatively.
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